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Letter from the Chairman 

D 
ear members, 

Last Wednesday, 25th March, we had planned 
to hold our AGM, but National Covid-19 
restrictions meant we have had to postpone it 

until the restrictions are lifted. To ensure WBKA continues 
to function during these unprecedented times the Trustees have decided it 
would be appropriate to implement with effect from 31st March 2020 the 
changes in Officers and Trustees that have been proposed in the AGM papers. 
Members will be asked to confirm these changes when the AGM is held. 

As a result, this is my last Chairman’s note for WB. 

In our next issue, Samantha Peckett from Rugby will take over this article in 
her role as Chair of WBKA. We also have to welcome a new Treasurer, Jane 
Brown. Jane has been a great help in the recent past drawing together the 
consolidated accounts for the Charity and is therefore already up to speed in 
much of the work involved. Jan Willetts is standing down as Treasurer and on 
behalf of the Exec team I would like to thank her for the time and selfless 
dedication to the task, always with a smile. I am pleased to note she will 
remain as a Trustee. 

If, like me, you managed to take advantage of the warmer weather last week 
to look at your bees, perhaps you too found yourself happily immersed in a 
familiar environment where the annual routine of bees and the seasons is 
carrying on in their world, oblivious to the surreal situation in ours. 

Please take care of yourselves and those around you. Discharge your 
responsibilities for the welfare of your bees as you feel able within the 
guidelines we have been given. If you need help please consult your local 
branch association.  

With best wishes, 

David Blower 

Chairman 

Cover photo by Bee_nfluencer on Indtsgram 
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ON-LINE AND IN COLOUR  

Log In at warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk to view this 

newsletter and many others 

Please contact your Branch Secretary to obtain the password 

Please Note 

Items appearing in WB 
are not necessarily the 
view of  either the 
editor or Warwickshire 
Beekeepers Association 

Editor’s 
Letter 

Unprecedented global events may occasionally affect the 

world of bees, such as war, climate change and now, 

pandemics. 

As this health tsunami washes over the globe, beekeepers are 

once more up against a new challenge: take care of their own 

wellbeing or that of bees. Some are lucky to keep bees in 

their backyard and may continue caring for them without any 

risks but those that have out-apiaries need to ensure all 

necessary precautions are taken in order to safeguard our 

own health. Reducing inspections is key to reducing the risk 

of interacting with someone who might be ill and so as, much 

as possible, beekeepers should try to operate as though this 

is still the deep of winter, focus on food supply, protection 

and healthy hive environment. 

With most of us stuck at home things can seem gloomy and 

lacking a buzz—but no—this is the perfect opportunity to 

expand our bee knowledge, design a new honey jar label, 

creatively paint hives, or even simply improve our recipes. 

Best wishes and keep safe, 

Katerina Prokopiou 

Do you have an 

idea,  story or 

wonderful 

photographs 

to share? 

 

Please share them 

with your Editor 

at 

wbeditor@wbka.

org.uk 

http://www.warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk
mailto:wbeditor@wbka.org.uk?subject=Hey!%20I%20have%20something%20to%20share%20with%20WB
mailto:wbeditor@wbka.org.uk?subject=Hey!%20I%20have%20something%20to%20share%20with%20WB
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What’s On 2020 

April 
  

5 14:30 Apiary Meeting, Solihull  

Early spring inspection and equipment preparation.  

Branchy Apiary, 

Ravenshaw  

  
  

ATTENTION 

Due to the current health risks throughout the nation, 

training, meetings and even BBKA modules have either 

been postponed or cancelled. 

Please consult with your respective branch secretaries in 

order to offer your support, or to learn more about the 

changes to your branch’s scheduled events during the 

coming period. 
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From the BBKA on The Coronavirus (COVID-19)  

The impact of the Coronavirus could not have been foreseen but the BBKA is 
working hard to support members.  We regret that all the BBKA training courses at 
Stoneleigh have been cancelled, this includes the Healthy Hive training, General 
Husbandry and Advanced husbandry training. The Exam Board have cancelled the 
Module Exams, the Assessor Training and will be publishing information on the 
Healthy Hive and Basic Exams.  

We are suggesting that Beginners courses and other Branch or Association 
organised training courses are postponed. It is important to keep the health of 
members at the front of our minds. It may be possible to deliver some aspects of 
these courses online. Suggestions are welcome as to the best way this could 
be achieved; possibly some Associations have information that they would be 
prepared to share. 

I am sure younger members of groups will support older members or those confined 
through association with family etc. who have the virus by offering to check hives in 
out apiaries, making sure they are upright, have food and that the bees are flying. 

Please follow the Government guidelines, we are asked to avoid social contact and 
unnecessary travel. This will mean considering carefully the swarm collection service 
and applying appropriate safeguards.  

I have contacted Defra for advice on the position of beekeepers visiting their bees if 
the country moves into a more intensive ‘lock down’. For the time being, bees will 
be considered as livestock and can be tended accordingly but we are following 
Government advice and need to address possible future directions. I have also been 
in contact with Alpha and the All Party Parliamentary Group and I  am writing to the 
Minister of Environment  asking about the position of beekeepers visiting bees. I 
have also suggested that should there be a sugar shortage beekeepers have an 
allowance (as I believe they had in the war). This may seem extreme, but we need to 
be thinking ahead, just in case.  

There are actions that the beekeeper can take to give their bees the best chance of 
survival and the most important is to feed them. Ensure they have plenty of food for 
any inclement weather, we can have snow in May and cold wet weather at any time 
may mean they starve. If you are concerned about visiting your bees put fondant 
above your supers, the bees will use it if they need it. If you do not have 
fondant, then use syrup even if you have one or two supers on. They may move it to 
the supers which would mean you can’t sell it as honey, but you will still have your 
bees as well as food for the Autumn/Winter. We do not know how long this severe 
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situation will last and so we need to be planning for the long term.  

We will endeavour to give more information through our website and BBKA social 
media. Beebase will also be posting information.  

I hope this situation passes quickly and is not as severe as is now being portrayed.  

 

Anne Rowberry, BBKA Chair 

anne.rowberrry@bbka.org.uk  

Chronicles of a Novice Beekeeper 

T his past week has included personal lesson on priorities, 
the illusion of control and the importance of flexibility. 

Like many, my Spring plans have been either significantly 
delayed or cancelled completely. I paid the fee for the Basic 
Beekeeping Certificate which is now postponed and I’m 
informed may not even happen this season. I understand and 
accept this, even if it is disappointing.   

At Bee Tradex, I was able to purchase supplies for the 
upcoming season. I ended up getting two more poly hives. 
(That’s it. No More hives….I really mean it!) One is for the 
overwintering Nuc & the other is for spare parts, which I 
learned last year (when I needed something but didn’t have it) 
is actually very important!  

The colonies are now consuming quite a lot of fondant & are 
feeling lighter upon hefting. According to my records, the 
large colony has consumed at least 500g in 2 weeks. I’m 
beginning to run low on fondant. The poly Nuc, which has 
been overwintering with an additional brood box as an eke, 
had 3 brood frames added in early March to ensure adequate 
space. When I replaced the fondant last week, I could see this 
small colony is expanding. While it’s been reassuring to see my 
bees on the nearby willow catkins, I’m just a little edgy as 
there isn’t a lot of forage in my area and they may swarm early. 
I was thinking of setting up a couple of bait Nuc’s and try out 
those Lures I made at the end of last season. If they are going 
to swarm…maybe I can catch one?  

Sincerely hoping you all keep well throughout this time. 

Denali Enns 
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All in a month 

SUTTON COLDFIELD 

On the 8th of March, at 10am approximately 25 members of the 
Sutton Coldfield Beekeepers Association met at the apiary in Sutton park to 
commence the exciting project to build our new, beginners, training apiary.  

The main task of the day was to clear a section of the land behind the existing 
branch apiary. When I first arrived, I anticipated that of course a good portion of 
the area would have been successfully cleared but the result had surpassed all my 
expectations. Our team cleared the whole area in this one day! It was hard work; 
2 strimmers, 2 chainsaws and a scythe were among some of the equipment that 
was used to hack back and clear the area. The collective even removed a tree 
with some serious roots!   

The existing Bee house also had the roof patched and the Apiary site had a spring 
clear up. Good job from all the members.  

Unfortunately, our monthly lecture had to be cancelled due to the current health 
emergency sweeping our nation. 

Jitesh Patel 
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NUNEATON & ATHERSTONE 
For our March meeting, we were fortunate to have a presentation on the Asian 
Hornet from Julian Routh, Warwickshire’s Asian Hornet Action Team 
coordinator. Julian began by detailing the frighteningly, rapid spread of the 
hornet across the territories of our European neighbours and the dire 
consequences for both the honey bee and other pollinator populations should it 
become widespread in the UK.  

To date, it is believed that incursions onto the UK mainland have been as a result 
of individual hornets being transported through human activities, although 
queens have the potential to fly up to an astonishing 200km, a distance sufficient 
to cross the channel without human intervention.  

Unlike the relatively benign activities of our native European hornet, the Asian 
variety is known to hawk outside hives and capture up to 100 returning foragers 
each per day. What’s worse, once the colony is sufficiently weakened, the 
hornets may enter the unprotected colony and completely wipe it out in a matter 
of a few days.  

Julian went on to detail the National Bee Unit’s strategy to, firstly, rapidly 
eliminate hornets that are reported and secondly, to containing the 
infestation.  We are currently in the first stage of action, but this depends upon 
finding those that land on our shores.  

While the Action team conducts their strategy, beekeepers can also support by: 

 Educating the public. Members of the public have been the source of most 
confirmed sightings to date. 

 Setting Baited Traps. A variety of baits have been found to be effective 
with different baits recommended for different times of the year, due to the 
dietary needs of queens. Notably, bait with greater protein content is best for 
the earlier part of the season, while bait with higher sugar content is most 
effective later on. 

 Observation. Late in Summer, beekeepers can find it helpful to spend a while 
standing by their hives on the lookout for hornets and contacting the NBU if 
any are spotted. 

The month continued... 
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 Using a freely available app.  The app allows anyone to collect photographic 
evidence of the hornets as well as pinpointing the exact location the 
photograph was taken. The reporting of such information is imperative to 
locating not only the Asian Hornets themselves, but also the main nests for 
eradication of the source. 

Julian concluded by outlining the strategy used by the NBU to locate and 
eradicate any nests found.  Let us hope that any incursions continue to be 
identified and rapidly eradicated, otherwise, future beekeepers will be faced 
with an almost impossible task and a direct threat to pollinator population.  

May your supers be full, your swarms few and the Sun always shine on your 
apiary.  

John Twidle 

THE ASIAN HORNET MOBILE APP 

 

More important now than ever is to be able to communicate any sighting of the Asian 

Hornet remotely and immediately. This app is free and the most direct way to share 

information with  your Asian Hornet Action Team (AHAT).  

Identify your Species Find out More Help Detect Asian Hornets 
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The month continued... 

SOLIHULL 

And still the rain showers continue…  

It often amazes me that whatever the weather, the spring flowers, which are 
blooming very well, gives the feeling of wellness and hope.  

On Monday 9th March, we had a very interesting and informative talk on the 
Asian Hornet and situation update by Colin Pavey who is the Regional Bee 
Inspector, National Bee Unit, APHA. He urged us to make use of the Asian 
Hornet mobile app and described how the Asian Hornet Action Team 
(AHAT) responds to a potential sample being reported. Once samples are located, 
their coordinates are consequently triangulated to determine their main source -
 the nest. Main nests, which are usually found on the highest tree in the area, are 
then appropriately destroyed and disposed of. WE were also informed that it is 
considered illegal to release a captured Asian Hornet, a good step towards 
encouraging individuals to manage this invader effectively.  

Despite the coronavirus situation, many of our Solihull members visited the Bee 
Tradex show at Stoneleigh where many traders were presents and many more 
bargains to be had! WBKA members and Master Beekeeper, Celia Davis, was 
also present and proudly signing her books.  

In view of the current situation, we have reluctantly decided to cancel the 
Nosema Clinic scheduled for April. This means that 30 bees (per hive) will be able 
to breathe a sigh of relief! Our regular Wednesday meetings are also 
postponed and will resume as soon as it is considered safe to do so.  

The apiary team will, of course, be working to manage the bees, with the next 
apiary meeting on April 5 at 14:30 for a an early spring inspection and equipment 
preparation.  

Desy Hall 

WARWICK & LEAMINGTON SPA 
Well a lot happened in the globe, events that we could not 
anticipate would have such an impact on beekeeping – a hobby chosen by so 
many for its closeness to nature and, ironically, distance to the busy, fast-paced 
human activity of the cities. Unfortunately, the spread of 
coronavirus throughout Europe has also reached the UK. As beekeepers are also 
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human, the impact has of course touched our world too and will have a 
considerable effect on how the Warwick and Leamington Branch fulfils its 
charitable objects of furthering the skills and educating the public.  

The Branch Committee in this month’s meeting, and in advance of the Prime 
Minister’s speech on Tuesday 17th March, took the decision to suspend all 
meetings of members and those under training with immediate effect and until 
further notice. Hence, our part-completed Introduction to Beekeeping course, 
with some 50 participants, was cancelled, as was the Preparation for the Basic. 
Questions on Assessments remain unanswered and we await direction from 
BBKA.  

Although we are waiting for information on the many external shows and events 
that we were planning to attend, we anticipate that ALL events scheduled in the 
next three months will be cancelled, and many beyond that window have 
already been cancelled.  Most sadly, the activities planned for the training apiary 
will now be placed in a holding regime until further notice, with only a limited 
number of individuals undertaking its routine management.  

The Branch Committee placed in handwork to consider how best we can support 
our membership keeping to the guidelines of “social distancing”.  Activities like 
swarm collection and homing, our co-purchasing arrangements including the 
collection of orders, loan equipment etc., all must be thought through 
and operations carefully redesigned.  

One other area which we are to consider further is the enhanced use of social 
media thorough Twitter, Facebook, Zoom, Teams etc. to keep the branch 
members informed and in touch with each other. Please contact our secretary 
with any ideas or if you would like to volunteer in supporting our communication 
channels.  

Not much more to say but “Keep Safe”.  

Chris Cox 
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DENALI’S HONEY, LEMON AND 

DIJON VINAIGRETTE   
 

 SERVES 2 PREP TIME 15 mins EASY 

 

 

SALAD 

1 lb peeled and grated carrots  

2 chopped shallots, or half a finely chopped 
medium sized onion  

2tbsp fresh parsley  

  

DRESSING 

1.5 tbsp olive oil  

1.5 tbsp vegetable oil (ie: sunflower)  

1 tbsp lemon juice  

2 tsp Dijon mustard  

1-2 tsp honey  

1/4 to 1/2 tsp salt  

1/4 tsp pepper 
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CAVEAT EMPTOR 

Be aware that Warwickshire Beekeepers Asso-
ciation is not responsible for any goods or ser-
vices advertised in Warwickshire Beekeeper or 

on the  website. Anyone purchasing bees or 
nuclei should satisfy themselves that they are 

disease free and that they are aware of the 
provenance of any queens. 

Ambrosia Syrup For Sale 
Contact: Mick 07875678001 

Decanted from IBC into your container 
£1/kg. 

I have a limited number of containers 
for those who may require them. 
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WBKA Committee 

President Peter Spencer 

T: 01926 856204 

Chairman David Blower 

T: 01608 685918 

E: chairman@wbka.org.uk 

Secretary Mike Blanco 

T: 01527 591855 

E: secretary@wbka.org.uk 

Treasurer Jan Willetts 

T: 0121 249 1965 

Examination Secretary Jane Medwell 

E: examsec@wbka.org.uk 

WB Editor Katerina Prokopiou 

E: wbeditor@wbka.org.uk 

Web Master Peter Barclay 

T: 02476 411275 

E: webmaster@wbka.org.uk 

Branch Secretaries 

Birmingham T: 07708 031926 E: bdbka.sec@aol.co.uk  

Coventry T: 02476 411275 E: cbka.secretary@wbka.org.uk  

Nuneaton T: 01827 880689 E: jandl.twidle@gmail.com 

Rugby T: 07486 508079 E: secretary@rugbybeekeepers.org 

Shipston T: 07506 086133  E: secretary.shipston@wbka.org.uk 

Solihull T: 0121 7041731 E: solihull.beekeepers@gmail.com 

Sutton Coldfield T: 0121 3549451 E: secretary.sutton@wbka.org.uk 

Warwick & Leamington T: 01926 316192 E: secretary@warleambees.org.uk 

Bee Inspectors 

Seasonal (Apr - Sept only) 

Colleen Reichling T: 07990 138898 

Gordon Bull T: 07867 351626 

Regional 

Colin Pavey T: 07775 119471 

BDI Representatives 

WBKA Representative 

Julian Routh T: 0121 3545956 

Director & Claims Manager 

Bernard Diaper T: 07711 456932 

Copy Date for next Issue 21 April 2020 


